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OUTLINE
 Semi-leptonic top quark decay.   Methods to measure the top 

quark polarization 
 New physics interpretations of the top quark rapidity 

asymmetry at the Tevatron -- what, in addition, do we learn 
from the decay lepton asymmetry   

 Models (axigluon model and right-handed W’ model) and the 
decay lepton asymmetry

 Implications for the LHC: same sign top pairs; rapidity 
asymmetry

 Models with dark matter candidates -- added information 
from top quark polarization
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with a small velocity, precisely where contributions from
BSM physics are smallest relative to the standard model.
Top polarization from new physics will be larger at higher
invariant mass where the helicity basis is better suited. The
off-diagonal basis, which interpolates between the beam
basis and the helicity basis, is intermediate in sensitivity.

The lepton polarization angle cos!‘ has the nice feature
that it is completely uncorrelated with the kinematics of the
parent tops as it is measured in the top rest frame. However,
reconstructing this frame is nontrivial and can be difficult.
It is possible to define other variables which use the same
underlying information but may prove more flexible. One
especially interesting variable is the leptonic charge asym-
metry [3,15]

A ‘
FB ! N"q‘y‘ > 0# $ N"q‘y‘ < 0#

N"q‘y‘ > 0# % N"q‘y‘ < 0# (3)

in semileptonic events. The charged lepton rapidity (in
either the lab or the CM frame) depends on the velocity
"t and CM-frame production angle cos!t of the semilep-
tonic top, as well as on cos!‘ but is independent of the
lepton energy in the top rest frame (as the lepton is effec-
tively massless, and so the energy only changes the mag-
nitude of its four vector). Thus, the lepton asymmetry of
Eq. (3) is an alternate measure of the lepton polarization: it
contains additional information about the top production
mechanism, beyond the information in the top AFB. We
illustrate the relationship between top and lepton rapidities
in Fig. 1. For dileptonic tops, one can define the dileptonic
charge asymmetry,

A !‘
FB ! N""y‘% $ y‘$#> 0# $ N""y‘% $ y‘$#< 0#

N""y‘% $ y‘$#> 0# % N""y‘% $ y‘$#< 0# ; (4)

which is frame-independent. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the
dependence of lepton rapidity on parent top polarization is
enhanced in the forward regions. Therefore, a new source
of right-handed tops which preferentially populates high
rapidity regions will lead to a significant enhancement of
forward leptons. As central lepton acceptance at the
Tevatron extends only to j#j< 1:1, this can lead to marked
acceptance differences between BSM and SM tops, as well
as differences between the BSM models themselves. In
particular, acceptances need to be understood separately

TABLE III. Net polarization P off-d in the off-diagonal basis at
the Tevatron.

Semileptonic Dileptonic
sel. cuts mt"t >450GeV sel. cuts mt"t >450GeV

SM $14% (3%) $15% (5%) $17% (6.5%)$17% (10%)
GA $15% $15% $17% $17%
GL $11% $7% $13% $10%
GR $17% $19% $20% $23%
W 0 $24% $30% $24% $30%

TABLE II. Net polarization P b in the beam basis at the
Tevatron.

Semileptonic Dileptonic
sel. cuts mt"t > 450 GeV sel. cuts mt"t > 450 GeV

SM $3% (3%) $9% (5%) $8% (6.5%) $14% (10%)
GA $5% $10% $5% $7%
GL $2% $3% 7% 9%
GR $6% $13% $17% $25%
W 0 $11% $19% $12% $21%

TABLE I. Net polarization P h in the helicity basis at the
Tevatron. We note that, in the SM, at tree level, these asymme-
tries are all zero. In parentheses are 1$ statistical uncertainties,
which are centered on an asymmetry measurement centered
about the predicted SM value, assuming 5:3 fb$1 (semileptonic)
or 5:1 fb$1 (dileptonic). Note that the effects of the differing
semileptonic and dileptonic selection cuts are small.

Semileptonic Dileptonic
sel. cuts mt"t > 450 GeV sel. cuts mt"t > 450 GeV

SM 4% (3%) 7% (5%) 4% (6.5%) 6% (10%)
GA 5% 7% 5% 7%
GL 2% $1% 1% $1%
GR 8% 12% 8% 12%
W 0 15% 22% 14% 21%

TABLE IV. BSM contributions to the parton level t"t and
leptonic asymmetries after imposing CDF semileptonic accep-
tance cuts. Lepton asymmetries computed using both the lab and
CM-frame lepton rapidities are shown. We note that, in the SM,
at tree level, these asymmetries are all zero. Statistical signifi-
cances of the leptonic asymmetries are based on the number of
events observed in [2].

frame and mass range t"t asymmetry
Lepton

asymmetry
stat. sig.
(5:3 fb$1)

GA lab, sel. cuts 9% 4% 1.1
lab, mt"t > 450 GeV 17% 9% 1.9

CM, sel. cuts 12% 6% 1.7
CM, mt"t > 450 GeV 19% 12% 2.4

GL lab, sel. cuts 7% $3% 0.9
lab, mt"t > 450 GeV 14% $1% 0.2

CM, sel. cuts 13% $4% 1.4
CM, mt"t > 450 GeV 20% $3% 0.6

GR lab, sel. cuts 9% 12% 3.9
lab, mt"t > 450 GeV 14% 18% 5

CM, sel. cuts 9% 16% 3.5
CM, mt"t > 450 GeV 15% 22% 4.4

W 0 lab, sel. cuts 15% 13% 3.9
lab, mt"t > 450 GeV 26% 22% 4.9

CM, sel. cuts 20% 16% 4.4
CM, mt"t > 450 GeV 31% 26% 5.3
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• Large mass：  173 GeV ~ VEV (246GeV)       Yt ~ O(1)

• Large mass suggests sensitivity to symmetry breaking 
and BSM effects

• Experiment -- Tevatron deviation from SM expectations 
of the F/B rapidity asymmetry for top 

• Various models of new physics proposed to interpret 
the asymmetry data (e.g, W’, Z’, ...) invoke right-handed 
couplings of the top quark 

• Other new physics schemes -- unrelated to the 
asymmetry -- also favor right-handed couplings; valuable 
to measure polarization of top quarks

Top quark: most massive of the SM
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• Large mass：  173 GeV ~ VEV (246GeV)       Yt ~ O(1)

• Short lifetime: 

• “bare” quark： spin info                                      
retained among decay                                    
products in (V-A) interaction 

Top quark

Top

W
b

5× 10−27 s

hadronization
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TWO METHODS TO MEASURE TOP POLARIZATION
 A. Lepton angular distribution in top quark rest frame -- 

maximally correlated with the top quark spin orientation.  

Method requires full reconstruction of the top quark 
kinematics, e.g., with MT2 method

 B. Lepton momentum distribution -- useful for more 
complex final states, e.g., when missing energy from dark 
matter candidates is present (arXiv:1207.1101) 5

http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.1101
http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.1101
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Angular distribution of decay lepton is a 
top quark spin analyzer

• In the top-quark rest frame

1
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II.  Top quark forward-
backward asymmetry



Top-quark F-B asymmetry in the SM
• A charge asymmetry arises at NLO

VOLUME 81, NUMBER 1 P HY S I CA L REV I EW LE T T ER S 6 JULY 1998

Charge Asymmetry in Hadroproduction of Heavy Quarks

J. H. Kühn and G. Rodrigo
Institut für Theoretische Teilchenphysik, Universität Karlsruhe, D-76128 Karlsruhe, Germany

(Received 12 February 1998; revised manuscript received 17 April 1998)
A sizable difference in the differential production cross section of top and antitop quarks, respectively,

is predicted for hadronically produced heavy quarks. It is of order as and arises from the interference
between charge odd and even amplitudes, respectively. For the Fermilab Tevatron it amounts to up
to 15% for the differential distribution in suitable chosen kinematical regions. The resulting integrated
forward-backward asymmetry of 4% 5% could be measured in the next round of experiments. At
the CERN Large Hadron Collider the asymmetry can be studied by selecting appropriately chosen
kinematical regions. [S0031-9007(98)06481-3]

PACS numbers: 12.38.Qk, 12.38.Bx, 13.87.Ce, 14.65.Ha

Top quark production at hadron colliders has become
one of the central issues of theoretical [1] and experimen-
tal [2] research. The investigation and understanding of
the production mechanism is crucial for the determina-
tion of the top quark couplings, its mass, and the search
for new physics involving the top system. A lot of effort
has been invested in the prediction of the total cross sec-
tion and, more recently, of inclusive transverse momen-
tum distributions [1].
In this Letter we will point to a different aspect of the

hadronic production process, which can be studied with
a fairly modest sample of quarks. Top quarks produced
through light quark-antiquark annihilation will exhibit
a sizable charge asymmetry—an excess of top versus
antitop quarks in specific kinematic regions—induced
through the interference of the final state with initial-
state radiation [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] and the interference
of the box with the lowest-order diagram [Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d)]. The asymmetry is thus of order as relative
to the dominant production process. In suitable chosen
kinematical regions it reaches up to 15%, the integrated
forward-backward asymmetry amounts to 4%–5%. Top
quarks are tagged through their decay t ! b W1 and can
thus be distinguished experimentally from antitop quarks
through the sign of the lepton in the semileptonic mode
and eventually also through the b tag. A sample of 100
to 200 tagged top quarks should, in fact, be sufficient for
a first indication of the effect.
Top production at the Fermilab Tevatron is dominated

by quark-antiquark annihilation, hence the charge asym-
metry will be reflected not only in the partonic rest frame
but also in the center of mass system of proton and an-
tiproton. The situation is more intricate for proton-proton
collisions at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC),
where no preferred direction is at hand in the laboratory
frame. Nevertheless, it is also in this case possible to
pick kinematical configurations which allow the study of
the charge asymmetry.
The charge asymmetry has also been investigated in

[3] for a top mass of 45 GeV. There, however, only

the contribution from real gluon emission was considered
requiring the introduction of a physical cutoff on the
gluon energy and rapidity to avoid infrared and collinear
singularities. Experimentally, however, only inclusive
top-antitop production has been studied to date, and the
separation of an additional soft gluon will in general be
difficult. In this Letter, we will therefore include virtual
corrections and consider inclusive distributions only. We
will see below that the sign of the asymmetry for inclusive
production is opposite to the one given for the tt̄g process
in [3]. The charge asymmetry of heavy flavor production
in quark-antiquark annihilation to bottom quarks was also
discussed in [4–6] where its contribution to the forward-
backward asymmetry in proton-antiproton collisions was
shown to be very small. In addition, there is also a slight
difference between the distribution of top and antitop
quarks in the reaction gq ! tt̄q. At the Tevatron its
contribution is below 1024. (This effect should not be
confused with the large asymmetry in the top quarks’
angular or rapidity distribution in this reaction which is a
trivial consequence of the asymmetric partonic initial state
and vanishes after summing over the incoming parton
beams.)

(c) (d)

(b)(a)

q

q

Q

Q

FIG. 1. Origin of the QCD charge asymmetry in hadroproduc-
tion of heavy quarks: interference of final-state (a) with initial-
state (b) gluon bremsstrahlung plus interference of the box (c)
with the Born diagram (d).
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TOP AFB FROM TEVATRON

 CDF collaboration (CDF Note 10807)

After the increase in luminosity, the discrepancy from the 
SM prediction is still nearly 3σ

21

CDF Run II Preliminary L = 8.7 fb−1

Parton Level Data NLO (QCD+EW) tt̄
Mtt̄ AFB (± stat. ± syst.) AFB

< 450GeV/c2 0.078 ± 0.048 ± 0.024 0.047
450− 550GeV/c2 0.256 ± 0.063 ± 0.028 0.090
550− 650GeV/c2 0.366 ± 0.085 ± 0.083 0.117
≥ 650GeV/c2 0.493 ± 0.159 ± 0.076 0.143
< 450GeV/c2 0.078 ± 0.048 ± 0.024 0.047
≥ 450GeV/c2 0.296 ± 0.059 ± 0.031 0.100

Data NLO (QCD+EW) tt̄
Slope αMtt̄

of Best-Fit Line (15.6 ± 5.0)× 10−4 3.3× 10−4

TABLE XVII: Measured and predicted parton level asymmetries as a function of Mtt̄.

CDF Run II Preliminary L = 8.7 fb−1

Parton Level NLO (QCD+EW) tt̄ 5.3 fb−1 8.7 fb−1

|∆y| AFB AFB (±[stat.+syst.]) AFB (±[stat.+syst.])
Inclusive 0.066 0.158 ± 0.074 0.162 ± 0.047

< 1.0 0.043 0.026 ± 0.118 0.088 ± 0.047
≥ 1.0 0.139 0.611 ± 0.256 0.433 ± 0.109

Parton Level NLO (QCD+EW) tt̄ 5.3 fb−1 8.7 fb−1

Mtt̄ AFB AFB (±[stat.+syst.]) AFB (±[stat.+syst.])
< 450GeV/c2 0.047 -0.116 ± 0.153 0.078 ± 0.054
≥ 450GeV/c2 0.100 0.475 ± 0.112 0.296 ± 0.067

TABLE XVIII: Differential parton level asymmetries compared to the 5.3 fb−1 analysis.

direct comparison with theoretical predictions, finding an inclusive parton level asymmetry of 0.162± 0.047 and a

linear mass dependence AFB(Mtt̄) with slope (15.6± 5.0)× 10−4 compared to the 3.3× 10−4 in the NLO standard

model.
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MORE INSIGHT (INTO THESE MODELS) FROM TEVATRON?
 D0 collaboration measured the lepton charge asymmetry

 Theoretically - for the same top quark momentum 
distribution, a left-handed top quark and a right-handed top 
quark leads to a different lepton charge asymmetry 

How can we relate AFB(lepton) and AFB(top)?  Show here that 
AFB(lepton) provides independent insight into new physics 
models 11

At
FB = 0.196± 0.065

A�
FB = 0.152± 0.040

A�
FB

At
FB

∼ 75%

At
FB = 0.051± 0.001

A�
FB = 0.021± 0.001

A�
FB

At
FB

∼ 40%

SM: D0:
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From top AFB to lepton AFB
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 If we know the momentum and spin direction of the top 
quark, what is the probability that the decay lepton is in 
the forward (backward) region in the laboratory frame?

13

−→p t
−→p �

t

θt�

−→p �

θt�

ForwardBackward
?

?

TOP LEPTONIC DECAY



dΓ

Γd cos θ�
=

1 + cos θ�
2
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TOP LEPTONIC DECAY
 Recall - in the top quark rest frame

 In the helicity basis, the momentum direction of the 
lepton from a left(right)-handed top quark is opposite 
(same) as the top quark spin direction

14
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— negative helicity, left-handed

λt = +1

λt = −1



Charged lepton distribution
• When the top quark is boosted along the spin 

direction, the angular distribution becomes 
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       dependence on top kinematics 
• Probability that the decay lepton is in the forward 

region of detector for a top-quark (    ,       ,     ) is 
encoded in an analytic expression arXiv:1201.1790 

R�, λt

F (β, yt) =
N �

F

N �
F +N �

B

β yt λt

P (q) P̄ (q̄)

�+

�pt

t

�+
A�,λt

FB (β, yt) = 2R�,λt

F (β, yt)− 1

A�
FB

http://arxiv.org/abs/1201.1790
http://arxiv.org/abs/1201.1790
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TOP LEPTONIC DECAY 
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FROM TOP AFB TO LEPTON AFB

18

 When we know the top quark AFB and the final state 
ttbar distribution, how to estimate the lepton AFB? 
Convolution of the function R with the top quark 
momentum spectrum is required



A�
FB

At
FB

≈ 0 + 0.8

2
= 40%

Ed Berger

FROM TOP AFB TO LEPTON AFB

19

 For the SM, we have equal number of left-handed and 
right-handed top quarks in the final state.

 The dominant contribution is from the top quarks with 
energy around 200GeV, 

           left-handed: 2RF-1≈ 0
           right-handed: 2RF-1≈ 0.8
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WHAT DO WE LEARN FROM D0 LEPTON AFB DATA?

20

 The D0 result

 Two possibilities:
(1) If the contribution to AFB is dominated by the threshold 
region, the new physics must produce more  right-handed top 
quarks
(2) Or the contribution to AFB must be from highly boosted 
region. But...

At
FB = 0.196± 0.065

A�
FB = 0.152± 0.040

A�
FB

At
FB

∼ 75%

D0:

Data require larger 2RF-1 than the SM 
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III.  Two examples of 
New Physics Models



 NP models are divided into two classes

• s-channel: extra octet vector gluon (axigluon is an example)
	
         Small couplings to the first two generations: dijet constraints at 7 TeV	

	
         Large couplings to third generation: to generate large AFB

	
         Heavy resonances: ttbar invariant mass spectrum
	
          Very broad width: to interfere with the SM channel 

• t-channel: flavor changing interaction

New physics models

SM BSM

	
 color singlet:  Z’-u-t  (φ-u-t)                      color sextet or triplet
	
 	
 	
            W’+-d-t (φ+-d-t)



A�
FB � 0.47×At

FB + 0.25%

Ed Berger

(I). AXIGLUON
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 To determine parameters, require top AFB and the total cross 
section to fit within 1σ.  Compute the correlation between top 
and lepton AFB:

 (%)t
FBA

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

 (%
)

l FBA
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(1000GeV,1200GeV)

(1200GeV,1400GeV)

(1400GeV,1600GeV)

(1600GeV,2500GeV)

(a)Pure pseudo-vector 
interaction (equal 
left and right tops)

An axigluon 
produces a small 
increase in the  
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 Purely right-handed 
    FC interaction

W’ model produces 
a large increase in 
the  lepton AFB.

 (%)t
FBA
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(b)

A�
FB � 0.75×At

FB − 2.1%

(II). W’
 To determine parameters, require top AFB and the total cross 

section to fit within 1σ.   Compute the correlation between top 
and lepton AFB:
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 Owing to the spin correlation in top quark decay, the top AFB 
and lepton AFB are strongly positively correlated for right-
handed top quarks.

 For left-handed top quarks, the correlation depends on the 
energy of the top quark.

 Data from the D0 collaboration show a relatively large 
positive correlation.

 
 A model of new physics that predicts more right-handed top 

quarks is favored

 * Important to measure both top and lepton AFB *

SUMMARY ON top AFB and lepton AFB

Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 072002 (2012)
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 The D0 experimental uncertainty is large

 Analysis of more data from the Tevatron could reduce this 
uncertainty

OUTLOOK

A�
FB

At
FB

����
D0

= 78± 33%

What about the LHC?
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IV.  LHC Implications
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IMPLICATIONS OF MODELS AT THE LHC?
 Same sign top pair production 
 Prediction based on Tevatron analysis; checked by CMS
 Minimal FCNC Z’ model is disfavored         (PRL 106, 201801, 

E Berger, Q-H Cao, C-R Chen, CS Li and Hao Zhang; JHEP08(2011)
005, CMS collaboration)
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Figure 2. Diagrams for tt and ttj production in the presence of a Z�.

two high transverse momentum (pT ) isolated positive leptons (e+ or µ+), two or more jets,
and missing transverse energy (E/T ) from two neutrinos.

The result presented here is based on an already published search for new physics in
events with same-sign isolated dileptons, jets, and E/T [1]. In that search we presented event
yields and background expectations for a number of event selections sensitive to different
possible new physics contributions. We observed no excess of events for any of the event
selections, and we established 95% confidence level (CL) upper limits on non-standard
model event yields.

We now reinterpret the results of ref. [1] in terms of the model of eq. (1). We start
from the “baseline event selection” defined in [1]. Briefly, this selection consisted of two
same-sign isolated leptons of pT > 10 GeV, one of which must have pT > 20 GeV, at least
two jets of pT > 30 GeV and E/T > 20 (30) GeV for eµ (µµ or ee). Leptons and jets were
reconstructed in the pseudorapidity ranges |η| < 2.4 and |η| < 2.5, respectively. Three
events passed these requirements, with an expected background of 3.4 ± 1.8.

For the purpose of the tt search, the baseline event selection is modified by raising the
transverse momentum threshold on the lowest pT lepton from 10 to 20 GeV, since leptons
from t→Wb, W→ �ν tend to have high pT . In addition, we demand that both leptons be
positive since we are searching for pp → tt and not pp → tt. These changes are expected
to reduce the background by more than a factor of two.

These requirements select 2 events, while the background expectation is 0.9 ± 0.6
events. The main background contribution is attributed to tt events with one lepton from
W decay and one “fake” lepton, i.e. a lepton from heavy flavour decay, an electron from
unidentified photon conversion, or a muon from meson decays in flight and other processes.
This background is estimated in a data-driven way from studies of the sample of events
selected with looser lepton isolation and identification requirements. More details on the
event selection and the background estimation can be found in ref. [1].
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Figure 3. The shaded area is the exclusion region at 95% CL as a function of Z� mass and right
handed couplings fR (see the Lagrangian of eq. (1)). We also show the region of parameter space
consistent with the Tevatron measurements of AFB and σ(tt) as inferred in ref. [10].

The Lagrangian of eq. (1) has two parameters, MZ� and fR. At very large values of
MZ� this lagrangian becomes equivalent to L = −1

2
CRR
Λ2 [uRγµtR][uRγµtR] + h.c. [34, 35],

with CRR
Λ2 = 2g2

W f2
R

M2
Z�

. Using the fR limit calculated at MZ� = 2 TeV, which is the highest

value of the Z�-mass considered in our analysis, we set a limit CRR
Λ2 < 2.7 TeV−2 at 95%

confidence level. This bound is more stringent than that recently reported by CDF: CRR
Λ2 <

3.7 TeV−2 [36].
In summary, we have established a limit on tt production in pp collisions at

√
s =

7 TeV, based on a search for same-sign dileptons. Our bound can be used to test models
of new physics with massive Z� bosons that have been proposed to explain the Tevatron
measurements of the pp → tt forward-backward asymmetry. Our result disfavours this
FCNC interpretation.
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concentrate on the !! as its charge can be better deter-
mined [14]. Needless to say, including the electrons would
improve the discovery potential. The sample of events of
interest to us is defined by!!!!bbET , where the missing
transverse momentum ET originates from two unobserved
neutrinos. Our procedure for simulating the signal and
background processes at the parton level, retaining all
spin correlations, is similar to that described in
Refs. [15,16], to which we refer readers for details. The
dominant SM backgrounds are

pp ! W!"! ‘!"#W!"! ‘!"#jj; (2)

pp ! t!t ! bW!"! ‘!"# !b"! ‘!#W$"! jj#; (3)

computed with ALPGEN [17]. Other SM backgrounds,
e.g., triple gauge boson production (WWW, ZWW, and
WZg"! b !b#), occur at a negligible rate after kinematic
cuts. Since muon charge identification is not perfect, we
remark that t!t pair production could also be a background
when !$ leptons from the antitop quark decay are
misidentified as !! leptons. However, this background is
negligible [16].

At the analysis level, all signal and background events
are required to pass the following acceptance cuts:

nj % 2; n!! % 2; pj
T & 50 GeV;

j#jj ' 2:5; p‘
T & 50 GeV; j#‘j ' 2:0;

ET > 20 GeV; "Rjj;j‘;‘‘ > 0:4;

(4)

where the separation "R in the azimuthal angle
($)-pseudorapidity (#) plane between the objects k and l

is "Rkl (
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"#k $ #l#2 ! "$k $$l#2

p
. The two jets are

further required to be b tagged. We also model detector
resolution effects as described in Ref. [16].
Table I shows the signal and background cross sections

(in fb units) for tt pair production before and after cuts,
with fR % 1, for nine values of mZ0 . The rates for other
values of fR can be obtained from

%"tt# % %fR%1"tt#f4R: (5)

The SM backgrounds are suppressed efficiently such that
less than 1 background event survives after cuts with an
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Inclusive production cross sections
for tt and ttj induced by Z0 exchange, with fR % 1, at the LHC
(7 TeV) and Tevatron. (b) The shaded bands in the plane of mZ0

and fR are determined from our fit to AFB and %"t!t#; the inner
(outer) band corresponds to 1% (2%) C.L. Lines are drawn for 5%
and 3% discovery of tt at the 7 TeV with an integrated luminosity
of 1 fb$1, after all cuts are imposed, as specified in the text.
A dashed line shows the expectation for 100 signal events.
The Tevatron limit on fR from direct search for same-sign top
quark pairs is presented.

FIG. 1. Diagrams for (a) t!t production in the SM, (b) t!t
production induced by Z0 exchange, (c),(d) tt pair production,
and (e),(f) tt !u production.
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 It is more difficult to measure AFB at the LHC
(1) pp collider
(2) gg initial state dominant  -- yields no asymmetry
(3) for the qqbar initial state process, an asymmetry persists, 
but its effect is diluted by the large gg contribution

 Define LHC asymmetries:

LHC RAPIDITY ASYMMETRIES

Att̄
C ≡ N(|yt|− |yt̄| > 0)−N(|yt|− |yt̄| < 0)

N(|yt|− |yt̄| > 0) +N(|yt|− |yt̄| < 0)

A��
C ≡ N(|y�+ |− |y�− | > 0)−N(|y�+ |− |y�− | < 0)

N(|y�+ |− |y�− | > 0) +N(|y�+ |− |y�− | < 0)
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LHC RAPIDITY ASYMMETRY DATA

Att̄
C = 0.029± 0.018(stat.)± 0.014(syst.)

A��
C = 0.023± 0.012(stat.)± 0.008(syst.)

ATLAS-CONF-2012-057

Att̄
C = 0.004± 0.010(stat.)± 0.011(syst.)

CMS Collaboration, arXiv: 1207.0065

The results from the two collaborations are different, even if  
they are consistent within the quoted uncertainties

 We can obtain an estimate of AFB (ttbar) at the LHC by 
extrapolating from the Tevatron and applying the gg dilution

 The LHC value should be about 10% of the Tevatron 
 ATLAS value agrees with the Tevatron asymmetry 

Att̄ SM
C = 0.006, A�� SM

C = 0.004 MC@NLO
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LHC RAPIDITY ASYMMETRY DATA

Att̄
C = 0.029± 0.018(stat.)± 0.014(syst.)

A��
C = 0.023± 0.012(stat.)± 0.008(syst.)

ATLAS-CONF-2012-057

Att̄
C = 0.004± 0.010(stat.)± 0.011(syst.)

CMS Collaboration, arXiv: 1207.0065

   CMS result on AFB (ttbar) agrees with SM; no need for NP. 

 We can obtain an estimate of AFB (ttbar) at the LHC by 
extrapolating from the Tevatron and applying the gg dilution

 The LHC value should be about 10% of the Tevatron 
 ATLAS value agrees with the Tevatron asymmetry 

Att̄ SM
C = 0.006, A�� SM

C = 0.004

ATLAS data exceed SM 

MC@NLO
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V.  New Physics Models
with DM candidates

P

DM

DM

P

t

t̄

?

Berger, Qing-Hong Cao, Jianghao Yu, and Hao Zhang,   
arXiv:1207.1101

Measuring top-quark polarization without 
reconstructing top-quark kinematics 
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NP signature: Top antitop pair plus MET

• top squark pair production in the MSSM

33

g

g

t̃

˜̄t

t

t̄

!̃0

!̃0

‣ Light top squark is “preferred” to raise mh to
         125 GeV in the maximal mixing scenario. 

‣  Top quark polarization could shed light on 
         the top squark mixing matrix.

Hall, Pinner and Ruderman, 1112.2703
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Difficulty in NP signature of ttbar plus MET

• Not possible to reconstruct top quark in the leptonic-decay mode. 

34

Angular distribution of the charged-lepton cannot be used. 

Still possible to measure the top quark polarization  

10 unknowns

(neutrino from 

top decay, 2 DM) 

-2 from MET

Not enough
constraints

assume         
      is known

g

g

t̃

˜̄t

t

t̄

!̃0

!̃0
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Et =   250 GeV (tL)
Et =   250 GeV (tR)
Et =   500 GeV (tL)
Et =   500 GeV (tR)
Et = 1000 GeV (tL)
Et = 1000 GeV (tR)

Lepton energy and top quark polarization
★ Lepton energy distribution is sensitive to top quark polarization.

35

x� = 2E�/Et
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Conclusion
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Summary
• Top-quark polarization provides richer insight into BSM  

physics 

•  Lepton AFB and top AFB are connected by the top quark 
and charged lepton spin correlation; D0 data suggest BSM 
with right-handed couplings.  Data need confirmation

• LHC CMS data on the asymmetry show evidence of tension 
with the Tevatron, independent of models, but ATLAS data 
are consistent with the Tevatron 

• Lepton energy distribution can be exploited to measure top 
quark polarization, especially in new physics models with 
dark matter candidates
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Back up
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Full kinematic reconstruction
★ Four unknowns and four on-shell conditions

 

  

  

 6 unknowns
-2 from MET

Quartic equation
   (correct l-b pairing is necessary)

Two complex, two real solutions

 

m2
W1

= (pµ1 + pν1)
2

m2
W2

= (pµ2 + pν2)
2

m2
t2 = (pW2 + pb2)

2

m2
t1 = (pW1 + pb1)

2 p4x(ν1) + a p3x(ν1) + b p2x(ν1) + c px(ν1) + d = 0
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It is “easy” to show ...

R�,λt

F (β, yt)

=






1

2
+

1

2
�
1 + γ−2 coth2 yt

�1/2 +
λt coth

2 yt

4βγ2
�
1 + γ−2 coth2 yt

�3/2 , (yt > 0)

1

2
− 1

2
�
1 + γ−2 coth2 yt

�1/2 − λt coth
2 yt

4βγ2
�
1 + γ−2 coth2 yt

�3/2 , (yt < 0)

• After rotation of frames, derive the probabilty that 
lepton is in the forward region of the  detector for a 
top quark top quark with (    ,       ,     ) is β yt λt



Invariant mass spectrum of top quark pair
CDF, Phys.Rev.Lett. 102 (2009) 222003



versus At
FBA�

FB

D0:  At
FB = 0.196± 0.065

A�
FB = 0.152± 0.040

SM:

A�
FB = 0.021± 0.001

At
FB = 0.051± 0.001

A�
FB

At
FB

�����
SM

∼ 1

2

A�
FB

At
FB

�����
D0

∼ 3

4

Bernreuther, Zong-Guo Si, arXiv:1003.3926



L = gs
�
glq̄γ

µγ5q + ghQ̄γµγ5Q
�
G�

µ

Ed Berger

TWO EXAMPLES (I). AXIGLUON

43

 The interaction of the axigluon is chosen to be

 Some properties of axigluon model

(1) Interference term (INT) gives top AFB ∝-gl gh, does not 
change the total xsec
(2) Should be heavy to satisfy the ttbar invariant mass 
spectrum and total cross section
(3) Pure new physics contribution (NP) is suppressed by 
the propagator
(4) Equal number of left-handed and right-handed top 
quarks in final state from this new physics



L = g2gRd̄γ
µPRtW

�
µ + h.c.

Ed Berger

TWO EXAMPLES (II). W’
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 The interaction of the pure right-handed W’ is chosen to 
be

 Some properties of W’ model
(1) Both interference term and pure new physics term 
contribute to the AFB
(2) There is a cancellation between the  contribution to 
the ttbar total cross section from interference term and 
pure new physics term 
(3) More right-handed top quarks in final state



Axigluon: s-channel
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L = gs
�
gl q̄γ

µγ5q + gh Q̄γµγ5Q
�
G�

µ

• Purely pesudo-vector coupling



FC W-prime: t-channel

• Purely right-handed flavor changing interaction
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L = g2gRd̄γ
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